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ABSTRACT

A number of studies have compared general medical practices in rural locations with those in urban locations. Some of these studies have concentrated on the reasons why a GP might choose to work in a rural or urban setting. Others have examined the type of work required to be undertaken by medical professionals. Increasing use of information and communications technology (ICT) in medical practices has led to some studies examining their use in rural as well as urban settings. However, little if any research has examined whether ICT adoption drivers differ between rural and urban GPs based on their organisational characteristics. This paper presents a study of 198 GPs (122 rural, 76 urban) in Australia. The results show that organisational characteristics are associated with the importance of the drivers for ICT adoption and that these characteristics differ between rural and urban GPs. These findings have important practical and theoretical contributions because it shows that ICT adoption decisions must be contextualised and that it is unlikely that universal adoption drivers will apply to all general practices.
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INTRODUCTION

Recent years have seen an extraordinary increase in the adoption and use of information and communications technology (ICT), both in large and, more particularly, small businesses. Galloway et al. (2004) suggest that this increase has resulted in, amongst other things, the realisation that context (rural vs. urban) has a direct bearing on the benefits derived from ICT use, the disadvantages incurred through ICT adoption and use and, indeed, the reasons behind decisions being made to adopt ICT, again, particularly in small businesses. It has long been known that rural-based small-medium enterprises (SMEs) are slower to adopt and use ICT (Leatherman, 2000; Smallbone et al., 2002), a number of studies (Huggins & Izushi, 2002) point to differences in infrastructure cost and availability between rural and urban-based small businesses contributing to this. More recently, Galliano and Roux (2008) and Black (2005) have shown that differences in competitiveness and access to resources have resulted in differences of ‘intensity’ with which technology is used.

One particular sector of the small business community that has attracted rural-urban comparisons is the general medical practice sector. Some of these studies (Woloschuk & Tarrant, 2004; Ciechanowski et al., 2004; Dunt et al., 2006; Farner et al., 2005; Tolhurst & Stewart, 2005) have concentrated on the reasons why a GP might choose to work in a rural or urban setting. Others (Tolhurst et al., 2004; Veitch & Crossland, 2005; Pascoe et al., 2005) have examined the type of work required to be undertaken by medical professionals, while some (Allan & Schaefer, 2005; Wilkinson et al., 2003; Sargeant, 2005) have concentrated on the ongoing educational requirements for both urban and rural GPs. Recent studies have noted differences both in the treatment methods applied as well as the day-to-day activities within the practices. Simunovic et al. (2007) found less prescriptions being written in rural practices. Hider et al. (2007), in a study of New Zealand GPs made a similar finding, noting also that rural GPs ordered less laboratory tools and had fewer follow-ups with their patients. In a study of Australian GPs, Harris et al. (2007) found rural GPs were more satisfied, worked more closely with colleagues and charged lower fees than their urban counterparts.

While IT has made considerable inroads into general practice, a number of studies (Tjora & Scrambler, 2009; Robinson et al., 2009; Cho et al., 2008) suggest that many practices, particularly those in rural areas, lag behind other industries. Indeed, studies in the US (Goldschmidt, 2005; Lorence, 2008; Whitten et al., 2008), Australia (Clark et al., 2007) and India (Ganapathy, 2005) show that even when faced with accreditation and funding penalties, many rural practices have made minimal use of technology or, in some cases, retained paper-based systems. A number of these studies (Goldschmidt, 2005; Cho et al., 2008; Clark et al., 2007) suggest that a ‘one size fits all’ approach to adoption and use by government and medical agencies fails to take into account the organisational characteristics surrounding the use of the technology. Examples of organisational characteristics include the size of the practice in terms of number of GPs and number of patients, as well as employee skills with medical packages, word processing, etc. They suggest that while ICT systems may suit larger urban medical practices, they do not always suit the day-to-day work of smaller and/or rural practices. While overall differences in adoption and use have been shown in the literature, what remains unclear is the role of organisational characteristics on the ICT adoption decision-making process and whether these differ between rural and urban medical practices.

The purpose of this study is to examine why GPs adopt ICT in Australia (termed the drivers of adoption) and, in particular, whether organisational characteristics affect the rating of importance of drivers for ICT adoption and whether these differ between urban and rural GPs. This paper has important theoretical contributions because if ICT adoption drivers are rated differently by urban and rural GPs (especially in terms of their organisational characteristics), then it would suggest that
researchers should not look for universal adoption factors. Instead, it would imply that ICT adoption theories should contextualise the drivers in terms of the location of businesses, their individual characteristics, and so on. We also argue in this paper that understanding the ways in which organisational characteristics affect decision-making by GPs could help policy makers develop more effective programs that expedite ICT adoption.

The paper begins by briefly examining the differences in urban and rural medical practices. The paper then examines the use of ICT in medical practices. As the study will examine the drivers for ICT adoption and the role of organisational characteristics in that process, the paper provides a detailed evaluation of the literature concerned with drivers for ICT adoption and organisational characteristics. Finally, the paper then presents a study of 198 GPs (122 rural, 76 urban) in Australia. A series of linear regressions is applied to the data to determine if there are differences in the effect of organisational characteristics on ICT adoption drivers between urban and rural GPs. Results are discussed and conclusions are drawn.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Urban and Rural General Practice

It is important to outline the key differences between urban and rural GPs generally in order to understand the impact of their organisational characteristics on ICT adoption, and to appreciate why their adoption decisions might vary.

More than 60% of Australian GPs work in urban areas, most working in group practices located in community-based offices. GPs in urban areas often create their own niche within the complex network of potential service and patients, and tend to be more consumerist than those in rural locations (Allan & Schaeffer, 2005; Deans & MacDonald, 2006; Lepnurm et al., 2007). Compared to rural practitioners, urban GPs have a range of specialists which they can call upon and refer their patients to rather than undertake the treatment themselves. Urban GPs will visit patients in hospital and nursing homes but rarely undertake home visits.

Rural GPs tend, by contrast, to be ‘Jacks of all trades’ (that is, undertaking many specialist roles themselves because specialist services are not locally available) and are often regarded as community leaders (MacLellan, 2006 cited in Lepnurm et al., 2007). Harris et al. (2007) found that rural GPs saw a greater number of patients, made decisions without consultation with specialists (such as coronary care, stroke or geriatric physicians), and were more satisfied with their career than urban GPs. While more were satisfied with their career, rural GPs were less satisfied with government decision-making concerning rural medical practice (Swan et al., 2008). Unlike the consumerist approach of urban patients, rural patients usually form a relationship with their GP (Harris et al 2007). Rural GPs also tend to perform more diagnostic and preventative procedures but less corrective procedures than urban GPs, and they are far more restricted by practice size, practice population spread and the location of secondary care (Lepnurm et al., 2007).

It is therefore clear that there are many differences between urban and rural GPs and that these differences are due (in part) to organisational characteristics such as the number of patients and GPs. The next section explores the use of ICT by GPs and the limited research comparing urban and rural GPs in terms of their ICT use. This leads to the conclusion that further research is needed to examine whether organisational characteristics help explain the differences in ICT adoption decisions by urban and rural GPs.
The use of ICT within medical practices is by no means a new phenomenon. An examination of the literature provides numerous studies describing both the design of clinical ICT systems (Pelletier-Fleury et al., 1999; Baldwin et al., 2002; Hsu et al., 2005) as well as the uses of such systems within the practice or healthcare facility (Ammenwerth et al., 2003; Waring & Wainwright, 2002; Shoheet & Lavy, 2004; Catalan, 2004). Not only is the technology being used for clinical purposes, it now incorporates the wider role of business and practice management (Lougheed, 2004; Stevanovic et al., 2005; Keddie & Jones, 2005; Ho et al., 2004; Ash et al., 2004). At first glance these may appear to be at odds with one another, with clinical use aimed at quality and efficiency of medical care, and with business use aimed at profitability and budgetary concerns. However, recent studies (Bonneville & Pare, 2006; Lievens & Jordanova, 2004; Rahimi & Vimarlund, 2007) suggest that, for any medical or healthcare function to be truly viable, there must be a balance between medical and business efficiency. Indeed, Kuruvilla et al. (2004) suggest that the use of ICTs in general practice not only centralises geographically dispersed resources, thus promoting flexibility and economies of scale, but also promotes efficiency, enhances quality of care and encourages partnerships both between practitioners as well as between patients and practitioners.

Despite the seemingly widespread use of ICT in general practices, a number of studies suggest that for reasons of location, practice size or finance, the level of use still remains less than uniform. In a recent US study, Lee et al. (2005) found that only 11.3% of medical practices in smaller communities were fully utilising ICT capabilities, compared with substantially higher rates in urban locations. They suggested that the main reason for the lower use of ICT in smaller community medical practices is the lack of funds, time and ICT know-how. Similar studies in Hong Kong (Leung et al., 2003) noted that lack of know-how and fear of computer technology reduced the use of ICTs in general practice. A recent article examining the needs of rural and urban GPs in Australia (Allan & Schaefer, 2005) found that, in comparison with their urban counterparts, rural GPs had a far lower knowledge of computer technology and its uses in medical care. A number of recent studies (Cho & Mathiassen, 2007; Eckman et al., 2007; Gold & Ball, 2007; Mechanic, 2008) have found that differences in work procedures have given rise to difficulties in simply transferring medical systems from urban locations to rural ones.

It is unclear from this limited research whether organisational characteristics might help explain these differences between urban and rural GPs in their ICT adoption and use. More specifically, it raises the question of whether organisational characteristics explain why urban and rural GPs impinge on the drivers governing their ICT adoption. The next section therefore identifies and describes the drivers which the literature suggests might influencing the ICT adoption decisions of GPs, and the following section identifies and describes the key organisational characteristics.

Drivers for ICT Adoption

There have been many studies that have examined the drivers behind ICT adoption in the general business sector (MacGregor & Vrazalic, 2007; Chong & Pervan, 2007). A number of these drivers are applicable to general practices including the potential for ICT to reduce costs (Eid et al., 2006; Raisch, 2001); improve internal efficiency (Anvari, 2007); strengthen relations with business partners (Raymond, 2001; MacGregor & Vrazalic, 2007); improve control of the business (Overall & Blobel, 2007; Valcke & Wever, 2006) and, of course, the pressures applied from outside to adopt and use the technology (Grandon & Pearson, 2004; Marang-Van de Mheen et al., 2006). Compton et al. (2007) notes that while there are some drivers that come from general business, others are only of importance to medical and healthcare workers. Table 1 therefore summarises the drivers of ICT adoption for general practices based on an analysis of the available literature, and each driver is described in more detail in this section.
Table 1: Drivers for ICT Adoption in General Practices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Driver</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Literature Support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pressure from patients</td>
<td>Patients requiring the GP to have ICT capabilities. In some cases patients have been included in designing ICT solutions</td>
<td>Agrawal et al. (2007); Cho and Mathiassen (2007); Klein (2007); Lorence (2008); Whitten et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure from medical suppliers</td>
<td>Suppliers of medical equipment and materials, demanding that this be done via ICT</td>
<td>Ash et al. (2004); Grondon and Pearson (2004); Ho et al. (2004); Keddie and Jones (2005); Lougheed (2004); Riehle et al. (2008); Stevanovic et al. (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure from medical authorities</td>
<td>Pressure from medical authorities</td>
<td>Deans and MacDonald (2006); Lorence (2008); Whitten et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure from competing GPs</td>
<td>Pressure from competing GPs</td>
<td>Lougheed (2004); Stevanovic et al. (2005); Keddie and Jones (2005); Ho et al. (2004); Ash et al. (2004); Riehle et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved information storage and retrieval</td>
<td>Reduction of errors and duplication through better information storage and retrieval</td>
<td>Agrawal et al. (2007); Chon et al. (2008); Gagnon et al. (2009); Goldschmidt (2005); Papazafeiropoulou and Gandecha (2007); Riehle et al. (2008); Stahl and Brooke (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved communication</td>
<td>Improved communication to labs, radiology, etc. leading to improved disease management assistance in admissions, discharges and billing</td>
<td>Cherry et al. (2003); Christensen and Remler (2007); Gagnon et al. (2009); Harrison and McDowell (2008); Husk and Waxman (2004); Robinson et al. (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction of business costs</td>
<td>Reduction of administration costs</td>
<td>Cho and Mathiassen (2007); Christensen and Remler (2007); Gagnon et al. (2009); Goldschmidt (2005); Riehle et al. (2008); Stahl and Brooke (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved business efficiency</td>
<td>ICT improves both clinical and business practices</td>
<td>Cho and Mathiassen (2007); Christensen and Remler (2007); Gagnon et al. (2009); Goldschmidt (2005); Riehle et al. (2008); Stahl and Brooke (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved patient care/contact</td>
<td>Telemedicine, contact with other medical colleagues and treatment of chronic illnesses</td>
<td>Anvari (2007); Christensen and Remler (2007); Martin et al. (2009); Mohr (2008); Rahimi and Vinnarlund (2007); Wan et al. (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved capacity to support systematic approaches to disease management</td>
<td>Reduction of duplication and improvement of both clinical and business practices, leading to better disease management</td>
<td>Agrawal et al. (2007); Andersson et al. (2002); Baldwin et al. (2002); Gagnon et al. (2009); Harrison and McDowell (2008); Pelletier-Fleury et al. (1999); Qavi et al. (2001); Riehle et al. (2008); Robinson et al. (2009); Stahl and Brooke (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streamline billing and accounting</td>
<td>Better administration practices and quicker accounting turnaround</td>
<td>Chon et al. (2008); Goldschmidt (2005); Papazafeiropoulou and Gandecha (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strengthen relations with business partners</td>
<td>Ability for business partnerships to make quicker and more reliable decisions</td>
<td>Eckman et al. (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitate e-commerce</td>
<td>Purchases/billing, etc</td>
<td>Gagnon et al. (2009); Riehle et al. (2008); Stahl and Brooke (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keep in touch with medical and other developments</td>
<td>Ability to consult databases and have access to medical and government authorities</td>
<td>Agrawal et al. (2007); Gagnon et al. (2009); Lucas (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generate prescriptions</td>
<td>Generate prescriptions</td>
<td>Chon et al. (2008); Papazafeiropoulou and Gandecha (2007); Robinson et al. (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keep in contact with hospitals</td>
<td>Keeping in contact with hospitals</td>
<td>Harrison and McDowell (2008); Husk and Waxman (2004); Robinson et al. (2009)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A number of recent studies (Klein, 2007; Lorence, 2008; Agrawal et al., 2007; Cho & Mathiassen, 2007; Whitten et al., 2008) have begun to examine the approaches used to design medical and healthcare systems. These studies note that there is a move towards recognising and incorporating the needs of all stakeholders in the design effort. Thus, where in the past many of these systems were designed with the clinician in mind, there is now a conscious effort to include patient views. While much of this is ‘push-driven with minimal pull from potential adopters’ (Cho & Mathiassen, 2007, p738), the studies do suggest that there is a desire by patients for GPs to have ICT-based systems for diagnosis, treatment and ongoing management of disease. This introduces the driver pressure from patients.
Research undertaken by Grandon and Pearson (2004), Raymond (2001) and Mehrtens et al. (2001) has shown that many general small businesses have been forced to use Internet-based systems by their larger business partners. This is no less the case with the medical and healthcare sector. Several studies (Loughheed, 2004; Stevanovic et al., 2005; Keddie & Jones, 2005; Ho et al., 2004; Ash et al., 2004; Riehle et al., 2008) have shown that general practitioners are now demanding that ICT systems incorporate the wider role of business and practice management. This, it is suggested, is in answer to the pressure from medical suppliers and pressure from medical authorities.

As already noted, previous studies (Deans & MacDonald, 2006; Lorence, 2008; Whitten et al., 2008) suggest that patients, particularly those in urban areas, are becoming more consumerist with their choice of GP. This has meant that there is a level of competitiveness amongst GPs. It has been suggested that the ability of ICT to speed up diagnosis and treatment has been a contributing component of this pressure from competing GPs.

One of the obvious advantages of ICT, in general and for small businesses as well as the health and medical sector, is the improved information storage and retrieval. Studies in the US (Chon et al., 2008) have shown that over 90,000 deaths annually can be attributed to medical errors. Studies in Europe and the US (Agrawal et al., 2007; Papazafeiropoulou & Gandecha, 2007; Goldschmidt, 2005; Chon et al., 2008) note that errors are substantially reduced with the introduction of ICT. More recently, studies (Riehle et al., 2008; Stahl & Brooke, 2008; Gagnon et al., 2009) have shown that the introduction of ICT is usually accompanied by improvements to administrative tasks, including the use of data.

One obvious enhancement brought about through the use of ICT is improved communication. Studies by Cherry et al. (2002) and Christensen and Remler (2007) have shown that enhanced communication not only aids the diagnosis and treatment of disease, but actually reduces the costs entailed in these processes. Recent systems (Husk & Waxman, 2004; Harrison & McDowell, 2008; Robinson et al., 2009; Gagnon et al., 2009) are now linking the communication functions to clinical verification, enhanced admission and discharge procedures and improved patient billing.

Two areas that all businesses look at from the adoption of technology is a reduction of business costs and improved business efficiency (Kaynak et al., 2005; MacGregor & Vrazalic, 2007). As already noted, previous studies (Agrawal et al., 2007; Goldschmidt, 2005; Cho & Mathiassen, 2007; Christensen & Remler, 2007) have shown that the use of ICT reduces costs of diagnosis and treatment. Similarly, other studies (Riehle et al., 2008; Stahl & Brooke, 2008; Gagnon et al., 2009) have shown that the use of ICT improves medical and business efficiency within the practice.

Christensen and Remler (2007) have concluded that ICTs are an effective means of continuous treatment for chronic diseases. Today, the use of ICT is being incorporated into an ‘arsenal’ of medical tools in general practice, in a more systematic way (Anvari, 2007). Uses include: tele-consultation and tele-education (Rahimi & Vimarlund, 2007; Lucas, 2008); oncology and dermatology (Mohr, 2008); cardiovascular treatment (Wan et al., 2007); psychiatry (Mohr, 2008); computer assisted decision-making (Agrawal et al., 2007); smart home technologies for social-care support (Martin et al., 2009) and neurological care (Ganapathy, 2005). All of these uses of ICT by GPs can help with improved patient care/contact.

A number of studies have suggested that paramount to improving patient care is the improved capacity to support systematic approaches to disease management (Agrawal et al., 2007; Gagnon et al., 2009). Findings suggest that the use of ICT reduces administration time, allowing a greater concentration on the clinical aspects of the practice (Riehle et al., 2008; Stahl & Brooke, 2008). Other benefits leading to a more systematic approach to disease management include contact with other clinicians regarding patient care (Qavi et al., 2001; Baldwin et al., 2002); elimination of redundancy in patient care (Pelletier-Fleury et al., 1999); enhancements to the effectiveness of the
practice (Andersson et al., 2002) and improvement to laboratory information systems (Harrison & McDowell, 2008; Robinson et al., 2009).

Other medical drivers for ICT adoption that have been examined in the literature include the ability to keep in touch with medical and other developments (Agrawal et al., 2007; Gagnon et al., 2009; Lucas, 2008); the ability to generate prescriptions and includes checking drug interactions (Papazafeiropoulou & Gandecha, 2007; Robinson et al., 2009; Chon et al., 2008) and to keep in contact with hospitals, nursing homes, etc (Husk & Waxman, 2004; Harrison & McDowell, 2008).

As already noted, the use of ICT in medical and healthcare facilities not only enhances patient treatment but assists the practice in normal business activities. The literature has shown the following to be potential drivers for ICT adoption and use: the ability to streamline billing and accounting functions (Papazafeiropoulou & Gandecha, 2007; Chon et al., 2008; Goldschmidt, 2005); to facilitate e-commerce (Gagnon et al., 2009; Riehle et al., 2008; Stahl & Brooke, 2008); and to strengthen relations with business partners, particularly where a practice is owned by many GPs (Eckman et al., 2007; MacGregor & Vrazalic, 2007).

As stated previously, the limited existing research in this area means that there is no clear understanding of whether the organisational characteristics of these general practices affect the impact of these ICT adoption drivers when comparing urban and rural GPs. The next section examines the organisational characteristics which might affect the rating of these drivers by urban and rural GPs.

Organisational Characteristics that Affect the Rating of Drivers for ICT Adoption

Many studies have examined the role of organisational characteristics on ICT adoption in small businesses in general. These include business size (MacGregor & Vrazalic, 2007); the age of the business (Vrazalic et al., 2002; Daniel et al., 2002); the level of ICT skill within the business (O’Donnell et al., 2001; MacGregor & Vrazalic, 2007); and the existence/non-existence of an IT professional in the small business (MacGregor, 2008). More recently, a number of researchers have begun to look at some of these same organisational characteristics in the context of ICT adoption in the medical and healthcare sector. Table 2 summarises these characteristics for general practices in particular.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organisational Characteristic</th>
<th>Literature Support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Practice size in terms of the number of GPs</td>
<td>Burt et al. (2007 cited in Reardon &amp; Davidson 2007); Lorence (2008); Reardon and Davidson (2007); Simon et al. (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice size in terms of the number of patients</td>
<td>Reardon and Davidson (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT skills</td>
<td>Chon et al. (2008); Reardon and Davidson (2007); Lorence (2008)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Organisational Characteristics Affecting the Rating of ICT Adoption Drivers

Some studies (such as Simon et al., 2007; Burt et al., 2007 cited in Reardon & Davidson, 2007) have found that practices with more than seven GPs were four times more likely to adopt ICT technology than those with fewer GPs. Similar studies (Reardon & Davidson, 2007; Lorence, 2008) found the cost of investing in the technology, fear of productivity loss and lack of any financial incentives were the main reasons behind smaller practices not adopting ICT. These findings suggest that the size of the practice (in terms of number of GPs and patients) could be a relevant organisational characteristic, because larger practices would have fewer financial burdens and require fewer financial incentives when compared to their smaller competitors.
Not only is there a potential financial burden being placed on the practice because of its size, but early studies (Fichman & Kemerer, 1997) suggest that larger practices have a greater learning-related scale suggesting greater diverse knowledge and skills leading to a greater likelihood of assimilating complex organisational technology. In a study of 130 medical practices in the US, Reardon and Davidson (2007) found that practices with a larger number of GPs or with a wider variety of IT skills, were more likely to adopt and use ICT. For this reason, the level of ICT skills was also considered to be a potential organisational characteristic affecting ICT adoption.

RESEARCH METHOD

The aim of this study is to determine whether organisational characteristics affect the rating of importance of drivers for ICT adoption, and whether these differ between urban and rural GPs. The drivers making up Table 1 and the organisational characteristics making up Table 2 were used as the basis for a series of interviews with urban and rural practitioners that had adopted ICT. The aim of the interviews was to determine whether the list in Tables 1 and 2 were applicable and complete. The interviews showed that the list of drivers was applicable and complete, however the IT skills characteristic was further subdivided into word processing skills, medical packages skills and invoice generation skills. These then formed the basis of a questionnaire.

It should be noted that all GPs in Australia practice within a Division of General Practice, the specific division dependent on the geographic location of the practice. There are many divisions of general practice within Australia, each containing approximately 200 – 300 GPs, each having a head of division and each staffed by GPs and non-medical staff. The role of the division is to disseminate material to GPs, deal with disputes etc. and to keep members in touch with latest developments (medical, legal, finance etc.).

Ten divisions were contacted and asked to participate in the study. Six (Western Sydney, Illawarra, Hunter, Ballarat, South East NSW and Rockhampton) agreed. Questionnaires were sent to each division for distribution to members. Each questionnaire had a replied-paid envelope back to the researchers. As such, details of divisional membership were not disclosed. 890 surveys (500 to rural GPs and 390 to urban GPs) were distributed across the 6 divisions. Respondents were asked, amongst other things, to rate the importance of drivers of ICT adoption across a 5 point Likert scale (1 very unimportant, 5 very important). Respondents were also asked to provide details of organisational characteristics (size of the practice in terms of employees, number of patients per week) as well as ratings of the three IT skills. As already indicated, other studies (Reardon & Davidson, 2007; Lorence, 2008) suggest that IT skills may be a function of practice size. In order to compensate for this possibility, a series of linear regressions were applied to the data.

RESULTS

Of the 890 surveys distributed, 198 were returned and meant a response rate of 20.2%. Of these responses 122 (24.4%) were from rural GPs and 76 (19.5%) were from urban GPs. Table 3 provides a profile of respondents.
Before applying any statistical examination it was imperative to determine whether sufficient sample size had been achieved. The following formula for sample size was used, as suggested by Skane (1985) and MacGregor (2008):

\[ E = \frac{z_{\alpha/2} \sigma}{\sqrt{n}} \]

or

\[ n = \left( \frac{z_{\alpha/2} \sigma}{E} \right)^2 \]

At 99.9% degree of confidence, \( z_{\alpha/2} \) was determined to be 2.59.

The highest value for \( \sigma \) was 2.71.

The margin of error was 1.

The minimum sample size needed based on this formula was 50 (rounded up), which meant that there were sufficient responses for statistical analysis. A series of Levene tests were carried out to determine homogeneity of variance. The Levene’s tests provided a significance of <.001 for all questions being examined, indicating that data was sufficiently robust to apply linear regressions.

Table 3 shows that rural practices tend to have fewer staff and saw more patients per week when compared to urban practices, which is consistent with the literature (see Harris et al., 2007). However, it should be noted that number of staff and the number of patients per week were not statistically significant when comparing urban and rural practices. It is also evident from Table 3 that there were no differences between rural and urban practices in terms of having a dedicated IT person. An examination of the rating of particular skills, again, shows that there were no significant
differences between the rural and urban GP respondents. This was confirmed when no statistical significance was found when comparing the the ICT skills of the rural and urban GP respondents.

The aim of the study was to determine whether organisational characteristics affect the ratings of importance of drivers for ICT adoption and to determine whether these differ between rural and urban GPs. A series of linear regressions was applied to the drivers and the results are shown in Table 4. It should be noted that only the significant results are displayed. For the current study the direction of Beta is of importance, not so much its value. A positive Beta means that as one value increases across the Likert scale, so does the other.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Driver</th>
<th>Organisational characteristics</th>
<th>URBAN</th>
<th>RURAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>Signif.</td>
<td>Beta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure from patients</td>
<td>No significance with any characteristics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure from medical suppliers</td>
<td>No significance with any characteristics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure from medical authorities</td>
<td>No significance with any characteristics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure from competing GPs</td>
<td>No significance with any characteristics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved information storage and retrieval</td>
<td>Level of skill – medical packages</td>
<td>.370</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level of skill – Word processing</td>
<td>.294</td>
<td>.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ICT Administrator</td>
<td>-1.196</td>
<td>.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Size of practice (no. of employees)</td>
<td>.191</td>
<td>.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved communication</td>
<td>Level of skill – medical packages</td>
<td>.322</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Size of practice (no. of employees)</td>
<td>No significance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level of skill – Word processing</td>
<td>.342</td>
<td>.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ICT Administrator</td>
<td>-1.196</td>
<td>.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction of business costs</td>
<td>Level of skill – medical packages</td>
<td>.236</td>
<td>.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Size of practice (patients/week)</td>
<td>.293</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved business efficiency</td>
<td>Level of skill – medical packages</td>
<td>.256</td>
<td>.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved patient care/contact</td>
<td>Level of skill – medical packages</td>
<td>No significance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ICT Administrator</td>
<td>-1.240</td>
<td>.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Size of practice (no. of employees)</td>
<td>.190</td>
<td>.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved capacity to support a systematic approach to disease management</td>
<td>Level of skill – medical packages</td>
<td>.238</td>
<td>.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ICT Administrator</td>
<td>-1.258</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Size of practice (no. of employees)</td>
<td>.219</td>
<td>.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streamline billing and accounting functions</td>
<td>Level of skill – medical packages</td>
<td>.338</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strengthen relations with business partners</td>
<td>Size of practice (no. of employees)</td>
<td>.200</td>
<td>.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Size of practice (patients/week)</td>
<td>.311</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitate e-Commerce</td>
<td>Level of skill – Generating invoices</td>
<td>No significance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level of skill – medical packages</td>
<td>No significance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ICT Administrator</td>
<td>No significance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keep in touch with medical and other developments</td>
<td>Level of skill – Generating invoices</td>
<td>No significance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Size of practice (no. of employees)</td>
<td>.183</td>
<td>.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Size of practice (patients/week)</td>
<td>.252</td>
<td>.008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Summary of Linear Regressions

The first observation from Table 4 is that four drivers (pressure from patients, pressure from suppliers, pressure from medical authorities and pressure from competing GPs) are not associated with any of the organisational characteristics of either rural or urban respondents. The result was an expected outcome of the study. While a number of studies (Lee et al., 2005; Allan & Schaefer, 2005; Leung et al., 2003) have shown that a bi-product of the urban-rural divide has been increased
pressure on rural GPs to ‘catch up’ to their urban counterparts, this is not the case for urban GPs. One obvious reason for this is the fact that the technical infrastructure and economic basis for Australian GPs is far more uniform between urban and rural areas, and this might explain why there are no differences noted for external pressure from patients, suppliers and competitors.

Table 4 suggests, however, that there are seven ICT adoption drivers for which the organisational characteristics appear to indicate a number of differences between urban and rural GPs: improved information storage and retrieval; improved communication; improved patient care/contact; improved capacity to support a systematic approach to disease management; strengthen relations with business partners; facilitate e-Commerce; and keep in contact with hospitals. With these drivers various organisational characteristics differed between urban and rural practices in terms of their statistical significance. More specifically:

- For the driver improved information storage and retrieval, it can be seen that both rural and urban respondents showed a significant association between this driver and the organisational characteristic level of skill with medical packages. In both cases, those GPs who perceived their skill to be higher also rated this driver as being more important. However, the results also show that three other organisational characteristics of urban respondents were significantly associated with this driver but were not significant for rural respondents: level of perceived skill in word processing, the existence/non-existence of an ICT administrator and the size of the practice (number of employees). The results suggest that urban GPs who have a higher perceived level of skill in word processing and/or have an ICT administrator and/or work in larger practices placed a higher level of importance on the driver improved information storage and retrieval. While the question of prior IT experience was not asked, this result appears to suggest that practices with longer prior experience with IT see the benefits of improving information storage and retrieval. The results also appear to suggest that prior IT experience may be more the norm with larger urban practices and far less the norm in rural practices. Another possible reason is that rural GPs tend to form closer relationships with their patients (Harris et al 2007) and therefore do not need to use ICT to record and retrieve information about their patients, or they prefer non-ICT methods of recording patient information.

- For the driver improved communication there was a significant association with the organisational characteristics level of skill with medical packages for both rural and urban respondents, just as it was for the previous driver improved information storage and retrieval. However, the results also show that three other organisational characteristics differed between urban and rural respondents. Rural respondents also showed an association with the size of the practice (number of employees) which suggests that rural GPs who worked in larger practices rated this driver as being more important than those from smaller practices. It is surprising that this was not also the case for urban GPs as it was for the previous driver, with one possible explanation being that there was far more consensus amongst urban GPs about the importance of ICT for improved communication irrespective of their size. For urban respondents, two organisational characteristics perceived level of skill with word processing and existence/non-existence of an ICT administrator were significantly associated with the driver improved communication. In other words, those urban GPs who were in a practice that had an ICT administrator and/or perceived their skill with word processing as being higher gave higher ratings to the driver. This would be expected because those with greater ICT capability would be expected to perceive improved communication as a benefit. This might not be the case for rural GPs because they do not require ICT for communication purposes.

- For the driver improved patient care/contact the rural and urban respondents differed on three organisational characteristics. Rural respondents who perceived their level of skill with medical packages as being higher rated this driver as being more important. This would be expected
because medical packages might be designed to help GPs manage patients. Urban respondents, by contrast, whose practices had an ICT administrator and/or came from larger size of practice (number of employees) rated the driver more highly. While the existence of an IT administrator may be more common in urban practices, the question still arises as to why there are no associations with the level of IT skills for urban respondents.

- For the driver improved capacity to support a systematic approach to disease management when both rural and urban respondents rated their level of skill with medical packages as high, they also rated this driver as more important. However, two other organisational characteristics existence/non-existence of an ICT administrator and size of the practice (number of employees) were significantly associated with this driver in the case of urban respondents but not for rural respondents. In other words, those urban respondents whose practice had an ICT administrator and/or came from larger practices were more likely to rate this driver as being more important than urban practices without an ICT administrator or which were smaller. This is perhaps not surprising when considering that using ICT to improve disease management would require higher level ICT skills and would be more important in larger practices where there is many staff who need to keep track of patients. But it is surprising that this does not hold for rural practices (as was also the case with the driver improved information storage and retrieval). One possible reason for this might be that larger rural practices maintain more interpersonal relationships between the GP and patient, so that ICT is not as critical for disease management.

- For the driver strengthen relations with business partners two organisational characteristics were significantly associated with this driver for urban respondents but not for rural respondents: size of the practice in terms of both employees and number of patients per week. In other words, GPs from larger practices (either in terms of staff or patients) were more likely to rate this driver as being more important. One possible explanation for this is that larger urban practices might be more likely to have business partners, so that strengthening these relations is an important issue. The literature suggests that rural practices, by contrast, tend to be 'Jacks of all trades' (MacLellan, 2006 cited in Lepnurm et al., 2007) and therefore might rely less on business partners, thus accounting for the lack of association for rural respondents.

- For the driver facilitate e-Commerce there were three organisational characteristics of rural respondents which were significantly associated with this driver, but not for urban respondents: perceived level of skill with generating invoices; the perceived level of skill with medical packages; and the existence/non-existence of an ICT administrator. The results show that rural GPs who have a higher perceived level of skill either in generating invoices or using medical packages rated this driver higher than those with a lower level of skill. The results also show that those who do not have an ICT administrator rated the driver more highly. This suggests that rural practices with more sophisticated ICT capability are more likely to recognise the importance of using ICT to facilitate e-Commerce. While this is perhaps not surprising, it is interesting that this did not seem to apply to urban respondents. This might reflect that rural practices (with ICT capability) are more likely to order supplies online given their isolation, while urban practices do not necessarily rely on e-Commerce for ordering because of their close proximity to predominantly urban suppliers.

- For the driver keep in contact with hospitals the two organisational characteristics relating to practice size (in terms of employees and number of patients per week) were associated with this driver by urban respondents but not for rural respondents. Those urban GPs which worked in larger practices rated this driver as more important than those from smaller practices. This is perhaps not surprising because larger urban practices, with more patients, would be more likely to have frequent contact with hospitals than smaller urban practices and therefore require ICT to support this communication. What was more surprising, however, was the lack of significant
associations regarding rural respondents, even for larger rural practices. This might reflect that rural GPs use other means of keeping in contact with hospitals. This might also be due to rural GPs and patients using regional hospitals where ICT-based contact is not necessary.

For the remaining ICT drivers the organisational characteristics appeared to be much less helpful in explaining the differences driver ratings by urban and rural GPs. Only one organisational characteristic was different for each of four drivers (reduction of business costs, keep in touch with medical and other developments and generating prescriptions) and for two drivers (improved business efficiency and streamline billing and accounting functions) there were no differences between urban and rural practices on the basis of organisational characteristics. More specifically:

- For the driver keep in touch with medical and other developments rural respondents who perceived their level of skill at generating invoices as being higher rated this driver as being more important, while rural GPs without this skill rate the driver as unimportant. The underlying reasons behind this association are not clear and require further analysis. One possible explanation is that skills with ICT in generating invoices are similar to the skills which are needed by rural GPs to use ICT to keep up with medical and other developments. The lack of any association with organisational characteristics for urban GPs suggests that there is little perceived difference between urban GPs as to their views concerning the need to keep in touch with medical and other developments.

- For the driver generating prescriptions both rural and urban respondents showed a significant association between the perceived level of skill using medical packages and this driver, as would be expected if the medical packages help generate prescriptions. The results also show that for urban respondents who worked in a large size of practice (number of employees) were more likely to rate this driver as being more important. Again this association is expected because those working for large practices would see prompt generation of invoices as vital. However, it is a little surprising that large rural practices do not see this as important.

- For the driver reduction of business costs both rural and urban respondents with higher perceived level of skill with medical packages rated this driver higher (as expected), while only urban respondents with a larger size of practice (number of patients per week) also rated this driver higher. While it is expected that larger practices would need to be more concerned about how to reduce costs, it is a little surprising that this only appears to be the case for urban practices and not rural practices.

It is perhaps not surprising that rural and urban respondents who perceived their level of skill with medical packages to be high also rated the drivers improved business efficiency and streamline billing and accounting higher. However, it is surprising that size of practice in terms of patients seen per week was not also associated with these two drivers, because as the number of patients increase it would be expected that efficiency, billing and accounting would depend on ICT.

DISCUSSION

Facilitating the adoption and use of ICT in general medical practices must be seen as a key to the improvement of patient care and practice administration. As already detailed, the use of ICT can provide quicker error-free information to diagnose, treat and manage patient care. Vital to the ongoing development of ICT-based systems is their applicability and usefulness to both rural and urban doctors. Understanding what organisational characteristics affect decision-making may help policy makers develop more effective programs that expedite ICT adoption.
In summarising the findings, it can be seen from Table 4 that for rural GPs the apparent overriding organisational characteristic associated with the majority of the ICT adoption drivers is the perceived level of skill with medical packages. For 11 of the 16 drivers examined, the level of perceived importance of the driver increased with the level of skill with medical packages. However, the results do not confirm direction of this association. In other words, the findings do not confirm whether medical package skill results in higher ratings of the drivers, or whether recognition by rural respondents of the drivers encourages them to develop skills with medical packages. Nonetheless, if it is the former then the results would suggest that government policy makers, medical authorities and vendor organisations should consider ways in which these skills can be enhanced to reduce barriers to potential adoption of ICT. A number of programs centred on learning laboratories, community resources, user groups and vendor-based training have already been developed in the US (Reardon & Davidson, 2007) and these may be adaptable to the Australian condition. This suggests the need for further research to investigate the impact of ICT skills development on ICT adoption in rural practices.

For urban GPs the two overriding organisational characteristics which appear to affect decision-making concerning ICT adoption are skills with medical packages and the size of the practice itself (either in terms of number of staff or patients seen each week). While urban and rural respondents were almost identical in their rating of the drivers in terms of skill with medical packages, they differed considerably when it came to size of practice. More specifically, it was only large urban practices which rated many of the drivers higher, while the size of rural practice had no association with the drivers (except improved communication). This might confirm the studies (Olatunde et al., 2007; Harris et al., 2007; Deans & McDonald, 2006) showing that urban practices are far more consumerist than rural practices. For example, the findings suggest that as urban practices grow they require ICT to keep track of patients, perhaps because patients are seen by different GPs on each visit and ICT is needed for continuity of care and/or because relationships between a GP and a patient are not the focus of such practices. For rural practices, however, even large rural practices do not necessarily adopt ICT for patient management purposes, perhaps because they focus on interpersonal relationships between a GP and a patient regardless of practice size. If a rural patient always sees the same GP, then ICT might not be as critical for managing patients. This suggests that further research is needed to examine the ways in which large urban and rural practices manage their patients, how they maintain relationships (if at all), and the role of ICT in these contexts.

The results concerning the impact of medical package skills and size of practice for urban practices are similar to those found in several US studies (Reardon & Davidson, 2007; Lorence, 2008). What perhaps is most interesting is that these US studies found that mandating the adoption and use of ICT systems often led to minimal use or, in some cases, complete abandonment of the system. This suggests that further research is needed to determine whether similar ICT adoption mandates are occurring in Australia and whether there is a backlash by GPs in smaller urban practices which might account for the lower rating of drivers by these urban respondents.

One question that was not asked in the current study, but should be addressed, is whether providing financial incentives to overcome investment costs might promote ICT use. Studies (Reardon & Davidson, 2007; Lorence, 2008) suggest that both rural and small urban practices respond very differently to ICT adoption when a financial encouragement is included.

These findings therefore provide some important insights which need to be taken into account with future research aiming to build theory relating to ICT adoption by SMEs, and general practices in particular. This paper has shown that, as argued by Parker and Castelman (2007; 2009), it is unwise to conduct research which looks for universal adoption factors which apply to all SMEs. Instead, the adoption of ICT (and the associated drivers) must be contextualised to take into account the specific circumstances of each business such as their location, industry, business goals, ICT skill levels, and
so on. For example, the findings seem to suggest that rural GPs (regardless of their size) might be more concerned about maintaining interpersonal relationships with their patients, and might perceive ICT as being irrelevant (or even contrary) to this business goal. Similarly, this research has shown that there appear to be considerable differences among GPs when rating adoption drivers in terms of their location (rural versus urban), practice size and ICT skill level. For this reason, a failure by researchers to understand this complex mix of contextual factors will result in ICT adoption theories which do not adequately explain the ICT adoption decisions of SMEs.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

It should be noted that this study has some limitations. The data for the study was collected from several areas in Australia. Therefore, although conclusions can be drawn, the results may not be generalisable to other countries. Also, this is a quantitative study, and further qualitative research is required to gain a better understanding of the key issues.

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this study has been to determine if organisational characteristics affect the rating of importance of drivers for ICT adoption and to determine if these differ between urban and rural GPs. The results show that several organisational characteristics of GPs are associated with the importance of the drivers for ICT adoption, and that these characteristics differ between rural and urban GPs.

The results derived from the study are important for medical authorities, government bodies dealing with ICT adoption, practices themselves as well as researchers into ICT adoption in general practice. While many studies have been concerned with the benefits derivable from ICT adoption and use, a number (Lee et al., 2005; Leung et al., 2003; Allen & Schaeffer, 2005) have noted that rural practices and some smaller urban practices are less inclined to adopt ICT. In the past there has been an underlying assumption that this is because of cost, lack of time or lack of technical knowledge. This study has shown that there are a number of characteristics of the general practices which also need to be considered when examining rural practices. For both the medical and government authorities these additional characteristics are crucial, particularly where they are involved in promoting ICT in rural areas. An examination of the literature put out by medical and government authorities appears to be underpinned with the view that general practices are for the most part uniform. The results presented here would tend to negate these views and emphasise the importance of understanding the contextual factors of the practices in order to understand their decisions regarding whether to adopt ICT.

As already indicated, this study is part of a larger examination of ICT adoption and use in the Australian medical sector. Further results examining benefits and disadvantages will be forthcoming.
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